GRADE AND SLOPE CONTROL SYSTEM
MINI-LINE® GRADE AND SLOPE CONTROL SYSTEM

WHEN

Paving a road, material, manpower and mistakes are expensive. Increasing productivity, reducing operating costs and preventing mistakes, while still ensuring a high quality mat is vital for any contractor.

Mini-Line® Grade and Slope Control System does just that.

By controlling and maintaining the grade automatically, Mini-Line® improves smoothness of the road and ensures fewer operator mistakes, which results in a higher quality paved mat.

Automating the positioning and control of the grade and slope, also means less manpower required to operate the screed as only occasional supervision is needed, thereby increasing the productivity of the crew and reducing operating costs. Controlling the grade and slope with millimeter precision also means the operator can pave closer to the minimal required paving thickness and optimize material use.

Mini-Line® is a non-contact system that operates with advanced ultrasound technology, which has several benefits over traditional mechanical systems.

Non-contact ultrasonic sensors entail no wear and tear as compared to traditional mechanical systems. With sonic sensors the operator does not need to worry about the system when lifting or lowering the screed, as opposed to mechanical systems where the ski must be repositioned.

Mini-Line® Grade & Slope Control System can be setup flexibly for any paving job. The system it is easily installed, removed or re-configured to the crew and job at hand.

The system is very simple to operate. LED displays on sonic sensors and handset allow the operator to quickly view, understand, and control the settings and measurements of grade and slope.

Mini-Line® sonic sensors are among the most accurate sensors in the field. The rugged transducer technology, specifically developed for harsh environments, has a very high durability and requires next to no maintenance.

Advantages

- Eliminates manual over-compensation
- Increases mat smoothness
- Simple to operate and easy to install and remove
- Fits all machine types
- Highly durable technology and reliable results
- Non-contact system with no wear and tear

HS301 GRADE CONTROL KIT

HS301 Grade Control Kit is a double grade control kit with HS301 Handsets and G221 Single-Sonic sensors. The kit is excellent as a basic grade control kit that is reliable, easy to use and gets the job done.

The HS301 Handset automatically maintains the desired grade when paving, and the G221 Single-Sonic sensors are able to copy the reference with millimeter precision.

The kit can be used for joint matching, curb sensing, and ground sensing. Add a slope sensor to the kit for the additional advantages of slope control. To use the slope sensor for monitoring purposes, add a W-Cable and connect both grade and slope sensor to a HS301 Handset.

Kit Contains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pcs.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HS301 Handset (mm.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HS301 Mounting Bracket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>G221 Sonic Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snap Connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>V-Cable, 2.2 + 4m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Carry Case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mini-Line® sonic sensors are among the most accurate sensors in the field. The rugged transducer technology, specifically developed for harsh environments, has a very high durability and requires next to no maintenance.
G221 SONIC SENSOR

- Resilient sensor element
  Highly resilient encapsulated ultrasonic transducer specifically designed to operate in an aggressive environment.
- Reference bail
  Snap-on reference bail for optimum temperature compensation, designed to detach from the sensor body if struck by an obstacle to prevent damaging bail or sensor.
- LED panel
  High visibility LED panel for instant visual indication of how the current mat thickness is following the set reference.
- Rugged housing
  Aluminium housing for high durability and low weight for easy handling.

SNAP CONNECTOR

The snap connector reduces installation time and makes the system even more user-friendly.

HS301 HANDSET

- Handheld controller
- Easy setup and operation
- High durability
- Option for slope control/monitoring

S298 SLOPE SENSOR

- High measuring accuracy of ±0.1%
- Strong and accurate inclinometer specifically designed to withstand high vibration levels on high compaction screeds
- Measures slope from either right or left side of the paver
EASY SETUP AND DAILY USE

WITH Mini-Line® you’ll be ready to pave in no time. Connect one cable and you are ready to go!

To commence paving set the reference and enter auto, and this system keeps it there. While paving, the operator can easily make any necessary adjustments of the mat thickness with the touch of a button. At any time, the operator can monitor how the current mat thickness is following the set reference by looking at the LED indicators of the handset.

All this to ensure a perfect result - every time!

---

**Manual Mode**
- Adjust the tow point manually
- Set the reference level (setpoint)
- Switch between sensors if more than one is connected
- Set the control parameters
- Switch to auto mode

**Auto Mode**
- Adjust the grade or slope relative to the set point
- Calibrate sensor value
- Adjust the control parameter sensitivity
- Switch to manual mode

---

1. Lower the screed to the desired material thickness and make the machine ready for paving
2. Adjust sensor height to the recommended working height over the reference. Check the value in the display of the handset
3. Commence paving using the arrows of the handset to toggle the tow point to the right level. When mat thickness/slope is correct, press CAL to set the reference level (setpoint)
4. Press AUTO to enter auto mode. The system will now maintain the level of the tow point constant relative to the setpoint
5. To increase mat thickness while paving in auto mode, press the ARROWS on the handset up or down. The change in mat thickness is displayed in the top display of the handset (only in auto mode)
6. When paving is completed, press MAN to return to manual mode, and the handset will stop controlling the tow point

---

Used for:
- Joint matching
- Curb sensing
- Ground sensing
- Slope sensing

---

Mini-Line® Grade and Slope Control System in Action

WITH EASY SETUP AND DAILY USE

Mini-Line® HS301 Grade Control Kit with G221

Mini-Line® Handset
Insecure of how it all works? Don't worry. Our systems are super easy to use, and our Paving Academy shows you how.